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The Alfred’s regal links came in the person of its first matron, Haldane
Colquhoun Turriff and in the Hospital’s name, the connection being the
attempted assassination of the Duke of Edinburgh, Prince Alfred on 12
March 1868, at a picnic in Clontarf, New South Wales. The Prince was the
second son and fourth child of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert and at the
time, second in line to the throne. Haldane Turriff came into contact with
the royal personage after the assassination attempt when she was
selected to nurse him.
Attempted assassination and its aftermath
Prince Alfred

At Clontarf one Henry O’Farrell shot the Prince in the back. The bullet
entered to the right of his spine and was deflected by a rib, resulting in a
deep flesh wound. The Prince made a full recovery, aided by two nurses from a select band of six.
The six had been chosen by the matron of St Thomas’ Hospital London, Mrs Wardroper and Florence
Nightingale herself - to introduce the Nightingale principles of nursing to the Colony of NSW.
The nurses had arrived barely two weeks before the shooting incident. Haldane Turriff and Annie
Miller were the two nurses chosen to care for the Prince, less it seems for their nursing skills but
more because they could be relied upon to be discreet and talk less than the others (Paterson 1996).
We would be pretty shocked and horrified today if someone took a pot shot at a visiting royal; these
sentiments were particularly intense and deeply felt by the people of the time. The overwhelming
majority of the population then were immigrants from the British Isles and intensely loyal to the
mother country; the states of Australia were colonies of the British Empire. Not only in NSW, but in
all of the colonies of Australia, people were appalled that the Prince should be so attacked and took
it to heart, almost to the point of hysteria. At the picnic they would have strung up Henry O’Farrell
on the spot had not the police intervened. Newspapers throughout Australia expressed sentiments
of grief, indignation, shame and horror:
‘One universal feeling of sorrow, shame and rage pervades the community. The
whole colony has been wounded in the person of our Royal Guest. A crime which
everyone would repudiate with horror has shadowed our reputation.
[There was a] universal exclamation of bitter sorrow that such a deed should be
committed in NSW’ (Mitchell, 1977p.19).
The Prince’s recovery was greeted with widespread rejoicing and immense relief that he suffered no
serious, permanent damage. There was an enormous up-surge of patriotic fervour in the community
and strong social pressure to do something to commemorate the Prince’s recovery. The
governments in both NSW and Victoria at the time already had the building of new hospitals under
consideration. In both colonies these plans were brought forward. Both colonies decided to
commemorate the Prince’s recovery by building the hospitals and to name them after the Prince. No
doubt there was a political edge to the move, to provide concrete evidence to those back ‘home’
that is in England, of a loyal colonial citizenry.

The NSW hospital was granted leave to use the
‘Royal’ prefix in 1902 and became the Royal Prince
Alfred while the hospital in Melbourne was The Alfred
from the first. The Prince returned to Victoria a year
after the assassination attempt to lay The Alfred’s
foundation stone (March 1869).
The new hospital opened its doors in 1871, a decade
before the Royal Prince Alfred took in its first
patients.
Prince Alfred lays the foundation stone

Nightingale nurses come to Australia
The British nurses had come to the Colony of NSW as a result of a direct appeal from Henry Parkes,
the Colonial Secretary of NSW, to Florence Nightingale for trained nurses. Henry Parkes wanted to
raise the standard of nursing care in the colony’s main hospital, the Sydney Infirmary and
Dispensary, as Sydney Hospital was then known.
He was aware of the beneficial effects that the care of trained nurses could
bring. Although the Nightingale School of Nursing, established at St Thomas’
in London was just 8 years old in 1868 when Henry Parkes made his request,
it had already gained an international reputation for the skill of the nurses it
trained and the vastly improved care that they delivered. He was supported
in his mission by the leading surgeon of the Infirmary, Mr Alfred Roberts
(Godden 2006). Florence Nightingale and St Thomas’ matron, Mrs
Wardroper, were happy to assist as it was their aim ‘to convert the world to
the use of trained nurses in its hospitals’ (Mitchell 1977 p42).

Mrs Wardroper, Matron St Thomas’s Hospital

With great care they selected the leader of the group, Lucy Osburn, and the five other nurses to
accompany her. Mrs Wardroper wrote to Florence Nightingale:
All who have been recommended are respectable, healthy and intelligent women
and careful efficient nurses; with one exception only all have peculiarities of temper.
I do not, however, think that any of them possess failings beyond Miss Osburn’s
power of control. (Letter from Mrs Wardroper to Florence Nightingale in Griffiths
2011 p.17).
The ‘one exception’ was Haldane Turriff, later to become the Alfred’s first matron. Despite the
reservations she was included anyway. The task expected of the nurses was enormous: the
conditions at the Sydney Infirmary were truly appalling. We know quite a bit about Lucy’s struggles
for she was a prolific letter writer and wrote monthly letters to Florence Nightingale to report on her
progress. Her letters were passed on to Mrs Wardroper (Godden 2006).

Lucy Osburn had a very hard task trying to rectify the problems she
faced; she not only had to deal with the nurses’ squabbles and
behaviour, want of supplies and limited resources but she faced
enormous difficulties trying to exert her authority over her sphere
of activity. Not only was she blocked at every turn by the manager
Mr Blackstone (MacDonnell 1970) but Mr Roberts turned into an
implacable foe when he discovered that the nurses would not be
under his control but would remain under Lucy Osburn’s direction
and management.
Mr Roberts held views about nurses, typical of medical men at the
time (which Haldane would also encounter in Melbourne), that
nurses should be directed and organised by the medical staff and
the matron have a mere superintending role (Godden 2006). This
ran counter to a very firm Nightingale principle - that nurses be
managed by the matron, who would train and direct them and they would be responsible to her for
their work and performance. The matron, in addition to educating nurses, was to manage the
internal affairs of the institution - the catering – and other staff.
Lucy Osburn

These principles Florence Nightingale had fought very hard for in the Crimea; she even held her
nurses back, initially, from helping the sick and wounded until the administration gave her the
control she needed.
The principle of nurses being under the control of nurses is as relevant today as it was then and still
has to be protected from time to time. Asserting it cost Lucy Osburn much anguish and trouble. It
brought her into headlong conflict with the medical staff and the manager.
Haldane Turriff, who enjoyed a close relationship with Lucy for a time, saw these difficulties at first
hand and no doubt brought the lessons she learned with her to her post at The Alfred. The
experience may have contributed to her view that: Resistance must be resorted to where submission
would conduce [contribute] to strengthen tyranny and oppression. (Letter from Turriff to Nightingale
20/1/1869, in Susman 1965 p.536)

We know that the relationship between Haldane Turriff and Lucy Osburn soured and Lucy found
much fault with Haldane’s character and temperament. As a result Haldane was not asked to remain
at the Infirmary once her three year contract was up in 1870. Indeed Lucy Osburn was glad to be rid
of her (Godden 2011, p. 24).
Haldane Turriff’s background and personality
It seems clear from all accounts, that Haldane’s was not an easy personality. She is reported by
various correspondents at different times to have been: strong willed, clever, shrewd, practical,
haughty, independent, inclined to take things upon herself that she had no
business doing, proud, enthusiastic in her work, quick tempered and blind to
reason when she believed she had been wronged (Susman,1965; Mitchell
1977; Godden 2006).
At best we could say that Haldane was a woman to be reckoned with and
something of a spitfire to boot. She was not, however without a sense of
humour. She remarked to the nurse on duty at the time of the first death at
the Alfred ‘Well nurse you have killed the first patient here’ (Mitchell
p.77).That’s the sort hospital humour we are all familiar with.
Haldane resigned rather than wait for dismissal from the Infirmary; she was of
course, destined to be the Alfred’s first matron. Appointed in December 1870
and taking up her post in February 1871, she held the position for nine years,
resigning from the Alfred and from nursing, to marry the hospital’s honorary
Haldane Turriff
auditor, Mr William Murray, in 1880. Haldane Turriff died in Scotland in 1922
at the age of eighty-eight.
Rumours existed at the time of her appointment to the Alfred that the Prince had spoken to
authorities on her behalf for the position of matron but these have been discounted. Those making
the selection must have been persuaded by her background as a Nightingale nurse, her training at St
Thomas’, being selected to care for the Prince and her three year’s experience in NSW under Lucy
Osburn. In spite of warnings about her personality (Osburn letter to The Alfred, Godden 2006 p.20)
she was appointed to the position.

Haldane was regarded as a handsome woman, well spoken with a pleasant voice and it‘s easy to
believe that she presented well. At the time she was regarded as something of a prize for the new
hospital in its rivalry with the Melbourne Hospital (Mitchell, 1977).
Born on 12 January 1834 at Paisley in Scotland, Haldane’s father was an iron founder and engineer;
she was his eldest child with his wife Janet. Aged thirty-two when she entered the training school at
St Thomas’ a year later she was on her way to Australia.
I haven’t been able to find any explanation for her extraordinary names. I’ve discovered that
Haldane is Scandinavian and means ‘half Dane’; it was more of a boy’s name than a girl’s and it’s also
the name of a lowland Scottish clan. Colquhoun is the family name of a barony in Dunbartonshire in
Scotland and is Gaelic in origin. Turriff is also Gaelic in origin and is the name of a small town, with a
long history, in Aberdeenshire Scotland. What influenced her parents to choose these names for
their daughter I have no idea, there doesn’t seem to be a family connection with any of them.
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Miss Turriff at the Alfred
Unlike Lucy Osburn, Haldane was opening a new hospital with just eleven beds, the number would
increase to one hundred by the end of her tenure (Mitchell 1977). She didn’t have to face again the
desperately hard work that was needed in the Sydney Infirmary.
What she did face was a minefield of gender and class issues and varying ideas about nurses and
nursing. These issues conflated in nursing in the emerging new idea of a relatively independent
professional woman that the Nightingale nurses embodied (Ashford, 2013).
Nurses to this date had been uneducated,
unskilled, lower class women and the
community and medical people in
particular, had been used to seeing them as
degenerate, immoral, no better than
skivvies at best, servants to do as they were
told.
The Alfred Hospital 1871

It was to distance nursing from this past that
such a heavy emphasis was placed on the character of the women who wished to be nurses by nurse
leaders. Changing social attitudes to nursing and nurses is, perhaps, Nightingale’s greatest
achievement. Once schools of nursing were established, women came forward from all walks of life
to become nurses, including better educated and upper class women. Nursing afforded them a
modicum of independence from families and freedom from social expectations.

The managing committee of the Alfred was judged to be forward thinking in that they afforded the
position of matron equal status to that of the secretary and the medical staff (Mitchell 1977 p.46).
As Department heads they were each accountable directly to the managing committee. This
arrangement was destined to come unstuck, in seeking to protect their own turf, tensions and
disagreements developed between them. However, unlike the circumstances that Miss Osburn
battled against, Haldane Turriff had complete control and authority over all the female nursing and
domestic staff as well as the catering arrangements from the beginning (Mitchell 1977 p.44). She
was in a powerful position but, like Lucy, she had to face gender issues. Not only were the concepts
of nurses and nursing new but so too was the new organisational and managerial role it afforded
women.

Gender issues
The community was unused to women in authority, let alone a woman in authority in her own right.
Main stream contemporary notions of women were that they required control and guidance, they
were naturally in a subservient position to men and were biologically unable to be logical and
rational.
This was certainly the view of ‘the Vagabond’ an undercover investigative reporter who in 1876, by
finding employment at the Alfred, was able to see what went on and to write about it for his
newspaper. It was by this means that the tensions and squabbles at the Alfred were made known to
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the public and Haldane’s challenges became news. The Vagabond echoed the common sentiments
of the day about women, saying that he had no faith in women as superintendents:
As a rule I don’t believe in them. There may be a few admirable, energetic, well
balanced ladies who can ‘run’ a charity or institution; but the majority are too
much governed by their feelings and emotions (Vagabond Papers p31).
His assessment of Miss Turriff was far from flattering:
I believe Miss Turriff to be lady of remarkably good intentions but she
unfortunately has an obnoxious way of displaying these. (Vagabond Papers p.17).
It’s clear that Haldane Turriff was a forceful woman, hard to please but knew what she wanted and
what was due to her. She was not afraid of a fight even to the point of calling into question medical
practice if she saw it was wanting. Once, in 1873, she claimed that the medical staff was negligent
for not visiting a patient in the afternoon of the day he died. She insisted that Hospital Committee
carry out an inquiry into the circumstances of the incident.
Class issues
In Victorian society social class was also an issue that Haldane Turriff’s position cut across. She was
of the ‘respectable woman class’ by her family background she was middle class, well above the
working class women that she employed but not quite of the ‘lady’ category or upper class. I suspect
that these distinctions did not trouble an independent, proud Scotswoman too much; I fancy she
would have seen herself as the equal of any. It became an upfront issue in 1873 when two young
doctors were appointed to the hospital. Drs Haines and Heffernan are reported to have been
‘...horrified to find that a matron was accorded equal status to their own’ (Mitchell 1977 p.46).
Matters came to a head over eating arrangements. It was the practice for all staff to share the same
table; the new doctors found this to be ‘...simply preposterous ‘ that ‘...gentlemen of education and
...considerable technical skill ... be classed with unskilled people of a different social grade- people
occupying merely subordinate offices’ (Mitchell 1977 p.46). They included the matron and the
dispenser as subordinates. Haldane Turriff did not let such an attack on her status go unchallenged
and she won: the two doctors left the hospital within the year.
Miss Turriff had a champion on the hospital’s committee in the person of Mr James Service, a
founder of the hospital, its president for fifteen years and spokesperson for more than twenty years
(Mitchell 1977 pp.14-15). The fact that he too was a Scot may have had something to do with it - for
whatever reason he stood by her through inquiries into her conduct and
challenges to her status.

Mr James Service

We know much less about Haldane as a nurse than we do about her
character. We know that Mrs Wardroper found her to be a good
practical nurse and that Lucy Osburn found her to be able and reliable until they fell out, then she didn’t have a good word to say about her even declaring her to be totally unsuited to hospital work.
We also know that that arch critic, The Vagabond, found the hospital
environment to be pleasant and cheerful; the tensions in the upper ranks
seemed not to have an adverse impact on the business end of the
hospital.
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Annie Miller, who also worked at the Alfred for a time, stated that: ‘The matron is hasty, and
occasionally severe, but she is an honest, temperate woman. She shows no favouritism...the
institution is very well managed...’ (Miller in Mitchell 1977 p242). Perhaps the most positive
evidence of her capacity as a matron came from fourteen nurses who testified in her favour at one
of the more serious inquiries into alleged poor practice at the hospital (Godden 2006).
Conclusion
There is little doubt that Haldane was a controversial figure in her time. It seems to me reading
about her today that her troubles came as much from challenging the stereotypes of the day about
women’s work and their place in the world as it did from her territorial struggles to maintain her
power and status. Not that she would recognise it in those terms.
To her credit she held her place against attempts to erode her
position and encroachments upon nursing and nurses; she
protected the autonomy of the matron’s position and safeguarded
her sphere of activity. One wonders if she would have had these
achievements to her name if she had been of a more compliant
and accommodating nature.

Haldane Turriff

It was her good fortune to work in a new hospital, built in the
pavilion style according to Nightingale’s specifications for fresh air
and light; the last of these still standing in Victoria is The Alfred’s
Linay pavilion. She has a unique place in the annals of nursing in
this state as the first formally trained nurse to practise in the
Victorian colony and the first to hold a leadership role - she
introduced and established nursing at The Alfred on Nightingale’s
fundamental principles for promoting recovery and restoring
health.

Oh and by the way, The Alfred still has a regal connection – the current Duke of Edinburgh, Prince
Philip - Queen Elizabeth’s husband, is patron-in-chief of the Alfred group of hospitals.
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